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Purpose
The aim of this policy brief is to inform deliberations on NCD programming by elevating the discourse on the capacity of communities to advance NCD prevention. This brief provides examples of efforts that can be implemented to address NCD needs in various settings and notes that both health and non-health actors can identify entry points for contributing to reducing the burden. This document is based upon a 3-phase process that took place in 2018 and 2019 and included (1) a scoping review of the NCD intervention literature from urban refugee contexts in the Middle East and North Africa, (2) a qualitative NCD study conducted in Jordan with urban based Syrian refugees and (3) an expert consultative convening, hosted in Amman, to identify intervention and policy recommendations.

The first two phases focused on the NCD needs of refugees in urban settings. However, in an effort to ensure equity and access across all communities, the third phase and the final recommendations address common NCD needs across all populations residing in Jordan. This brief also relies on Jordan’s Health Sector Strategy, the Jordan Response Plan, research and implementation efforts conducted in the MENA region and examples from diverse settings across the globe. Opportunities exist to decrease the burden of disease in Jordan through a focus on primary and secondary prevention of NCDs and investment in the strengths and assets that exist within Jordanian communities.

Jordanian health sector strategies and responses
Jordan has achieved measurable improvements in health and development, while managing social and economic pressures, including conflicts in neighboring nations and the influx of more than one million Syrian refugees. More specifically, Jordan has made impressive strides in the health domain including the reduction of child mortality from 37 per 1,000 live births in 1990 to 18 per 1,000 live births in 2015, and the reduction of maternal mortality from 110 per 100,000 live births in 1990 to 58 per 100,000 live births in 2015. In addition, life expectancy stands at 74.4 years and the nation has effectively controlled vaccine preventable diseases including measles and polio.

Building on these achievements, the 2015-2019 Health Sector Strategy outlines further advances in health with commitments to universal health coverage and the prevention of non-communicable diseases. The strategy articulates a focus on NCD education and the reduction of risk factors including smoking and physical inactivity. In addition to NCDs among Jordanian citizens, the government is also focusing on these issues among refugee populations, as described in the 2018-2020 Jordan Response Plan (JRP). The JRP presents specific health objectives focused on improving the quality and access to primary, secondary and tertiary care; improving the quality and uptake of community interventions and strengthening health systems.

Policy brief #1, 2019
This policy brief is well aligned with Jordan’s National Health Sector Strategy and the 2018-2020 Jordan Response Plan (JRP), and emphasizes the need to address NCDs through investing in community-based prevention efforts that improve health outcomes and reduce costs. The brief aims to build on Jordan’s approaches and provide additional methods for how to prevent NCDs among Jordanian citizens as well as displaced populations residing within Jordan. The following sections outline NCD challenges in Jordan and provide recommendations and case examples from the Middle East and North Africa region and other diverse settings across the globe.

The NCD burden

In 2018, NCDs accounted for 71% of all deaths globally, 74% of deaths in the MENA region and 76% in Jordan. The vast majority of NCD deaths are due to cardiovascular disease, chronic respiratory disease, cancer and diabetes. Prevalence of these diseases and their risk factors are particularly high in Jordan. In 2018, Abujbara et al. conducted a national survey in Jordan that identified hypercholesterolemia (a risk factor for cardiovascular disease and stroke) in 44.3% of the adult population, a two-fold increase since 1994. Diabetes and impaired fasting glucose prevalence was also high--approximately 25% in 2008, with obesity prevalence at 51.7% of the population. Jordanian citizens share a similar health and demographic profile to Syrian refugees. As a result, the presence of large numbers of refugees has increased the burden and made disease prevention vital.

In addition to the adverse impact of NCDs on the health of the population, NCDs are also a threat to economic development. They decrease productivity among employed adults, increase disability as a result of secondary complications and cause catastrophic spending, pushing people further into poverty. NCDs are an urgent concern to various stakeholders who are tasked with promoting wellness among both Jordanians and displaced populations. National health systems and humanitarian actors are challenged by these pressures and are called to adapt and innovate. While the situation is alarming, opportunities exist to prioritize the prevention of NCDs and reduce mortality, morbidity and the financial pressure on health systems and affected persons.

Why invest in prevention?

This policy brief is focused on primary and secondary prevention of NCDs because prevention is cost-effective and the over emphasis on treatment is unsustainable for families and the health system. The World Health Organization defines primary prevention as “actions aimed at avoiding the manifestation of a disease.” Such actions include screening for diseases as well as interventions to address social, behavioral, economic and commercial risk factors such as tobacco use, unhealthy diets and physical inactivity. Secondary prevention initiatives intervene to prevent disease complications among those already diagnosed. These efforts are key to improving health and reducing the costs associated with complications, including loss of sight, foot amputation, stroke and kidney failure.

The recommendations outlined in this brief present a combination of primary and secondary prevention efforts in order to exhibit the breadth of intervention possibilities. These recommendations are aligned with the global discourse on the prevention of NCDs, the WHO Global Business Plan for NCDs, and the recent commitments made by the Jordan NCD Alliance -- a coalition of civil society actors supporting the Ministry of Health in tackling NCD risk factors. Investment in prevention can aid Jordan in improving health, reducing health expenditures and increasing life expectancy.
Recommendation #1: Collaborate with community partners & non-traditional health actors to promote physical activity & healthy diets

Community assets, such as, knowledgeable neighbors, public parks and active small businesses, are resources that can create a platform for grassroots actions to prevent NCDs. These assets are frequently underestimated and dismissed as irrelevant to health promotion. On the contrary, prevention efforts can be tackled in community settings including religious institutions, hair salons and barbershops, schools, restaurants, shopping malls and other public indoor and outdoor spaces.\(^2\)\(^2\)\(^1\)\(^2\) Prevention programs may include education sessions about chronic diseases, basic clinical testing, self-administered disease risk assessments and behavior change counseling.\(^2\)\(^3\)\(^4\) They may also include community exercise events and cooking classes that encourage modifications to food preparation.\(^3\)

Larger, more robust prevention efforts should also tackle structural risk factors associated with the high prevalence of NCDs in Jordan. These include the marketing of unhealthy food and tobacco products, asymmetry in the availability of information about chronic diseases, as well as the increase in fast-foods outlets in urban settings, and income inequality.\(^2\)\(^5\) While challenging, policy changes in these arenas have been proven effective at reducing the upstream risk factors of NCDs among various marginalized populations across the globe.\(^2\)\(^6\)

Health facilities and clinicians have traditionally focused on helping people heal or manage disease. However, prevention activities create an opportunity and entry point for community activism in relationship to health and wellness. Organizations that have not traditionally prioritized health may be motivated to do so if beneficial collaborations are created. In addition to the above mentioned potential partners, media outlets, artists, and entrepreneurs will also likely be interested in supporting prevention efforts in Jordan and across the region.\(^2\)\(^7\)

**UNRWA case study: Jordan, West Bank, Gaza, Lebanon\(^2\)**

The United Nations Relief and Works Agency provides support to Palestine refugees across 5 settings in the Middle East. In response to the increasing NCD needs among this population, the UN agency undertook a diabetes campaign in 2013. 1300 patients with diabetes were randomly selected to be part of the project with the aim of preventing secondary complications. Note that while this is a secondary prevention effort, this intervention is recognized for its potential to also serve as a primary prevention method.

The intervention included, (1) education sessions, (2) cooking classes and (3) exercise events. Education sessions were focused on basic knowledge about diabetes, risk factors, medications, complications and other key concerns. Cooking classes were formed in collaboration with community organizations, patients and health workers. Exercise events also built upon community partnerships with schools, NGOs and volunteer physical trainers. The outcomes of the intervention were measured after six months.

Significant improvements were observed in body measurements (i.e., weight, body mass index) and biomarkers (i.e., blood glucose, cholesterol, blood pressure), as well as patient knowledge and behavioral practices.
Recommendation #2: Develop peer coaching & education activities to foster social cohesion and increase adherence to clinical advice

People with NCDs initially learn about their illness from a physician, but often later rely on social networks for information and support. Social networks are often viewed as more trustworthy and reliable. In addition, operational challenges in the health sector, including long wait periods and limited time for patient education and counseling, also encourage reliance on other sources of support. Peer coaching can advance health through disease screening, education, psychosocial support and community engagement. This method has been used in many settings to assist people with chronic diseases. A peer may be a community health worker (CHW), a refugee outreach volunteer or a layperson with a shared disease experience and a willingness to provide advice and counsel.

Peer coaching can aid people with NCDs in controlling their illness and also get accurate disease-related information into the public domain. Peer coaches may require short term training on various issues including (1) basic information on NCDs, (2) coaching tools and techniques and (3) behavior change approaches. Peer coaching is beneficial for health education but can also improve social cohesion and strengthen community relationships. In light of the migration of large numbers of refugees with NCDs into Jordan, opportunities exist to develop programs that partner across national identities and foster positive relationships, while improving health status and health outcomes.

Peer coaching can occur at community centers, supermarkets, homes and by text message. This technique is relevant for all age groups and thus may also be useful in schools for preventing NCDs or the exacerbation of disease among children and youth. Peer interventions are effective at advancing education and disease management at a low cost. They are also useful tools for promoting personal empowerment and aiding communities in identifying solutions to their most pressing problems.

Multi-country case study: South Africa, Thailand, Cameroon, Uganda

“Peers for Progress” was piloted in 2008 in 4 country settings to test a diverse selection of peer efforts to support people with diabetes. In each country setting, peers were operationalized differently. In South Africa’s, “Diabetes Buddies” program, peer supporters were women who also had diabetes. In Thailand, peer supporters were community health workers, more formal members of the Thai health system.

Peers provided a diverse array of support to people with diabetes including group and individual meetings about self-management, phone calls & text suggestions/reminders, home visits for follow up with diagnosed cases, the development of community gardens, as well as group meals and cooking sessions to promote healthy eating. Training for peer supporters included the basics of aiding people with self-management, providing social and emotional support and referring people into primary healthcare centers (PHCs) for more advanced care needs.

One of the more novel activities implemented by the team in Thailand was a bicycle operated irrigation system for the community garden. The garden itself was an opportunity to grow, harvest and cook healthy foods and the bicycle promoted physical activity. Significant clinical improvements were observed in Thailand, Cameroon and Uganda.
**Recommendation #3: Promote empowerment and self-management among people with uncomplicated NCDs**

Self-management techniques promote the control of chronic diseases including asthma, diabetes and hypertension. ³⁰ ³³ Self-management interventions can be conceptualized as advancing knowledge, behavior change or skill development. ²⁹ ³⁴ These goals can be achieved through the use of home-based disease monitoring devices (i.e., glucometers, blood pressure monitors), patient-controlled health records (PCHR) and the use of cell phones for text-based communication and education. ¹ ³⁵-³⁷

Home-based disease monitoring devices support patients in tracking their measurements including blood pressure and blood glucose. ¹ ³⁶ In high-income settings, patients often have access to these devices and can make lifestyle changes based upon the readings. In low-and middle-income settings, these devices may not be available for many of those in need.

Patient controlled health records (PCHR) are another tool that supports self-management. PCHRs are medical records that are accessible to patients and can be reviewed to advance understanding of one’s illness. ³⁷ They can also be taken to new facilities in different countries and are thus useful for displaced populations. Historically, medical records have remained in facilities in paper or electronic formats but PCHRs support self-education and medical record mobility.

mHealth has also been a useful tool for advancing self-management. ³⁷ Cell phones have been used for text-based education about diet, exercise, medication adherence and other lifestyle messages. ³⁸ Cell phones have also been used to foster communication between clinicians and patients, including phone calls with nurses or text reminders about upcoming appointments. ²³ Self-management efforts reduce the likelihood of developing secondary complications and prevent morbidity and premature mortality.

---

**Case study: Thailand¹**

In an effort to address the increasing prevalence of hypertension in Thailand, in 2013, a hospital-based research team undertook a randomized control trial of a self-monitoring program for people with hypertension. These patients included all age ranges and were from one catchment area of the community hospital in Thailand.

Patients with hypertension were provided with a blood pressure (BP) monitor for home use, along with training. They received an individual training session on how to use the monitor, how to record the information and how to interpret the results. The intervention required that patients measured their BP twice per day for 6-months at distinct points during the day. It also required that they documented the recordings and discussed them with their physician during regular visits. Patients were followed up at 6-months and 12-months.

Significant reductions in blood pressure were seen in the oldest age group, 60+ years. The author’s hypothesized that self-monitoring was most effective for this group because they spent a large portion of time at home and could conduct the measurements and better adhere to the protocol. Additional studies may identify how best to support younger populations. The intervention group (111 patients) was compared to a control group (113 patients) from the same population.
Conclusion
The rising burden of NCDs in Jordan calls for a multipronged strategy to prevent disease onset and exacerbation. Community members and their resources are key components of any successful disease prevention strategy and should be empowered to participate, create and lead in the development of solutions that address NCDs. Incorporating affected populations in problem solving processes builds on years of research that recognizes the capacity for self-help among affected groups, the desire to have control over one’s health, and the resilience that is cultivated when people are supported by friends, family and community.

This policy brief provides examples of efforts that can be implemented to address NCD needs in partnership with community organizations. The first recommendation focuses on collaborations that aim to increase physical activity and change eating habits. The second recommendation presents a peer-support program that recruits knowledgeable persons to coach others with NCDs on techniques for managing their illness. The third recommendation highlights self-management as a tool for the prevention of secondary complications among those already diagnosed. These approaches can aid Jordan in preventing NCD onset and exacerbation, averting morbidity and mortality, and reducing health expenditures.
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